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job from a custom action in an
ACS module. What i would

really like to be able to do is to
simply create a set of pages

that are in a presentation
(which has custom display
properties) and then sync

those to say my publish folder.
So I would need to be able to
insert the path to the page

into a query (like
%%myPath%% or some such).
Any pointers on how to do this
would be greatly appreciated!
A: Are you just talking about

the sync jobs in an AEM
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instance that are
automatically created by the
default JSON API based of the
sync configuration? If so, the

answer is no. You cannot
trigger a sync job by your

custom AEM JSON API based
on the presence of a custom

display property. The best way
is to create your own side

entry (2nd tab of your
presentation -> properties) via

a JSON API call (since you
can't create custom

properties) to trigger a sync
job. The easiest way to do that
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is just create a dummy page
with the custom property

enabled. // // Generated by
class-dump 3.5 (64 bit)

(Debug version compiled Oct
15 2018 10:31:50). // // class-

dump is Copyright (C)
1997-1998, 2000-2001,

2004-2015 by Steve Nygard. //
#import @interface NSUISearc

hableIndexingSearch :
NSObject { BOOL _isActive;

long long _searchType; } + (id
)searchableIndexingSearchFor
SearchType:(long long)arg1;
@property(nonatomic) BOOL
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isActive; // @synthesize
isActive=_isActive;
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. I hope to download azerbaijani translation of dictionary paper full length free banged up nanny no
limi do to a shag. If your meeting someone you really like, do you normally end up having sex with
them? I'm really thrilled by your spirit! You have a lot of energy! I was definitely eager to read your

blog and I really appreciate the fact you were able to keep up the good fight for readers, I mean, you
just go way too hard when it comes to blogging. You've got 'blogging' written all over you! You say
you're so happy to see this happen, but reading your posts gives me the impression that you're not

100% content with all of this, as if you'd rather be doing something else (unless that would make you
feel like a shagless prude) or that you're just having a really hard time knowing what to do, because
of how much you hate being a'shagless prude'. This is going to be the worst of all three blogs (my

blog, yours and Anonymous's) but it is starting to feel like a relief to be able to write about it, if only
to get it off my chest. I am so glad that I have found your blog! I've read a few of your posts before

and I have loved your writing style! It's made me feel better about writing my own blog, and it seems
like you are honest and I'm looking forward to reading the rest of your posts! Actually, I can't help
but be relieved to read about this now. Even though I never met him, I know he would never say or
do something like that to me. I know he had no idea I'd even read that. I don't know, I still feel bad

for him. I did like him, but not in that way. I hope he gets another chance. I don't want to lose
someone I care about this way. It is hard to believe that no one else thinks he's pathetic and

pathetic. In high school, he used to tag me or post my picture on his blog. I found it weird, but I also
thought it was his weirdness that made him so cool. So, I guess I was kind of hoping that this blog

would help him, but I'm not sure that will ever happen. I don't want to be cruel, but I hope that, if I go
on any
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